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FBI & INTERPOL,
The International Criminal Court causes Cybercrimes & Terrorism.
All my evidence about their activites this month prove it more than ever before....
There are NO procedures within OTP of ICC, the Presidency or ICC-Courtrooms that actually
prove
'ICC is a trutsthworthy International Court of Law against dictators'.
War-victums are toys. Perhaps suspects are brought to trail - on day - but untill today there
are NO signs Balkenende & Co will be stopped by Prosecutors, President or ICC-judges.
Whatever I do or say, they only give me freedom of speech on the Web, without giving me
procedures / schedules / victumcare/ national security or Worlds'security to protect myself
with against growing dictatorship NL.
AVOs overhere, turn the whole ICC-case into a joke.
They want to prove ICC and the rest of the World that they can be quilty of crimes against
humanity...and still get away with it... Still be in charge within NATO, UN, EU or other
organisations, that actually build war for fun.
Enjoying it very much 'that they have the
power to mentally torture me....and observe me fighting for my life. Fighting for state of law
NL, to stop war-makers with'.
NL is about to explode... and foreigners contribute to this explosion!
As you can see one of the suspects in my ICC-case - Statesecretary Social Affairs A. Aboutaled
- is about to become the major of Rotterdam.
This can only take place due to the fact that ICC hides my case for the rest of the world.
ICC keeps dictators, who should have been in ICC-prison by now in their powerful job in
parliament, gives them freedom 'to jump from job to job'...
ICC ensures NL-civilians that our local Media, NL-parliament, Trade Unions, AVOs, lazy NGOs
and Old-boys-networks have freedom to make Dictatorship NL grow. State of law NL shrink.
Mainport Rotterdam is the entrance for Europe-transport.
Rotterdam port is indicator No1 for the official economical situation in NL.
When our NL-parliament produces psychoses, Rotterdam port proves - with cargo, ships,
personel - what the real economical-figures are!
In 99% of all their statements they are correct.
So...?
When Rotterdam gets a criminal-Major who is to be brought to ICC-courtroom, this will cause
WAR.
More individual terrorism.
Rotterdam will lose ALL legal authority; the legal system itself will be a laugh.
Oficcialy, the local major is the Head of Police....
Individual crime - on the Web - will increase.
What will ICC do? 2 Options:
● They continue to hide my lawcase for the world, for the coming 6 years.
This will result in more 'dirty power for our parliament, NATO, UN, EU... '
cause more wars in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Africa....and even Europe.
USA will become more agressive, now EU is a fast growing dictator.

what will

●

ICC starts to work from the truth, before a local political party in Rotterdam - Leefbaar
Nederland - exposes 'Corruption within the International Criminal Court itself'.
In this scenario ICC will be cleaned...and we can all start over...
Building solid legal proccedures. Building the Web in a legal frame!

I don't trust ICC anymore!
And foreigners are not helpful....
The few letters of Presidents I received 'don't stop criminals working within ICC'.
Paul mcCartney is obsessed with 'performances'
= He thinks of war-victums as actors in a theather-play.
= I can only change his Slavedrivers-mentallity by putting him in ICC-prison too, as far as I
can see today.
When ICC refuses to close my case - because they want to protect NL-dictators in charge - it
will take years before the NL-legal system is rebuild.
In the meantime the Dutch supreme court is a growing terrorist. Loosing ALL its authority....
Anarchy will rule NL, EU and business-deals that started in NL & EU.
How are Interpol & FBI going to stop this, while ICC is free to be a 'happy political Int. Liar'?
O, I have published everything in my sites. Even my bankaccountnumber.
I am not being threatend at all. People obey my orders = 'Don't email me, I'll email you'.
Paul mcCartney is a threath with his: 'Money can buy Love'....
Tell this Alien that he can't buy MY Love, please...He can only earn back my Trust with honesty,
modesty, fairness, co-operation... and business-agreements in writing on the Web. Can only
earn trust of 'so called terrorists/NLF-rreaders ' with trusting Me... Loving Me, Myself & I.
O. I am going to put him in prison if I have to for self-protection.
Have NO trouble with this, whatsoever under current circumstances.
Take a wise decision, anchored in Galaxy-EQ,
desiree stokkel
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